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[00:00:00]Hello, hello hello, and welcome to English Learning for Curious Minds, by

Leonardo English.

[00:00:12] The show where you can listen to fascinating stories, and learn weird and

wonderful things about the world at the same time as improving your English.

[00:00:21] I'm Alastair Budge, and today is going to be the start of another three-part

mini-series, this time on fashion.

[00:00:30] In this episode, part one, we’ll take a look at some of the curiosities of

fashion through history.

[00:00:37] We’ll touch on fashion through the ages, ask ourselves some fundamental1

questions about why people wear what they wear, consider how this is different now

1 basic, very important
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compared to the past, and we’ll look at several very peculiar choices that were highly2

fashionable at the time.

[00:00:55] Then in part two we’ll look at the growth of high fashion, and the great

fashion houses of the 20th century, of course talking about names you’ll be familiar

with such as Chanel, Gucci, Dior, and Versace.

[00:01:11] And in part three we’ll look at modern fashion, specifically “fast fashion”, and

discuss how this change in fashion is affecting society, fashion, and the environment.

[00:01:25] OK then, let’s get right into it.

[00:01:28] And let me start this episode, and this mini-series with what might seem like

some provocative questions.3

[00:01:36] What are you wearing?

[00:01:38] And why did you choose to wear it?

[00:01:41] Do you consider yourself to be a fashionable person?

[00:01:45] How are the clothes that you are wearing now different from the clothes that

you wore 10, 20, 30, 40 or 50 years ago?

3 causing thought or strong reactions

2 strange, not common
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[00:01:54] And what sort of clothes do you think you might be wearing 10, 20, or 50

years from now?

[00:02:02] Even for those of us who would not claim to be great followers of the latest

fashions or trends , we are all influenced, to a certain degree, by our cultural settings,4

by what is considered to be cool and appropriate, by what is considered to be

fashionable.

[00:02:20] So, in this episode we are going to look at some of the curiosities of fashion

through the ages.

[00:02:27] To begin with, we’ll look at a couple of examples of how historical events

have changed fashions almost overnight , and why.5

[00:02:36] Then we’ll look at women’s fashion in particular, and look at the journey to

“liberate ” women’s fashion.6

[00:02:43] And to conclude, in case you will need some further evidence that fashion is

just a very strange subject, we’ll look at five unique examples of very unusual fashions7

through the ages.

7 not usual or common

6 set it free

5 very quickly

4 fashions
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[00:02:56] And this is evidently a vast and complicated topic, we’ll have to treat some8

of these subjects with broad brush strokes , so you will forgive some simplifications,9

but I hope it’ll be interesting nonetheless.

[00:03:11] Right then, let me start with something that you might accuse , unless10

you’re a naturist , that is, of being a truism , of being something so obviously true11 12

that there’s no point in saying it.

[00:03:23] Wearing clothes is a good thing.

[00:03:26] Clothes keep you warm when it’s cold, they block out the sun when it’s too

hot, they protect you from rough surfaces.

[00:03:35] And apart from these very sensible practical reasons for wearing clothes,

clothes have an excellent social function too, as it’s unacceptable to be naked in public

in most modern societies.

[00:03:49] The clothes we wear also identify us as parts of particular groups or social

classes.

12 something so obviously true that there’s no point in saying it

11 a person who likes being naked

10 blame, express your disapproval of

9 showing only the main or general points

8 deal with, handle
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[00:03:55] A queen might wear a crown, a businessman might wear a suit and tie, a

judge might wear a wig with white hair.13

[00:04:04] And this has been the case throughout history. Anthropologists estimate that

we’ve been wearing clothes for anywhere from 100,000 to 500,000 years, that’s half a

million years of human history.

[00:04:19] Going right back to the earliest discoveries of clothing, it’s clear that humans

have taken some pride in their physical appearance, making jewellery, embroidered14

clothes, and so on, and using clothes to show style and status in society.15

[00:04:37] Evidently, if you were an agricultural labourer in Ancient Greece you16

wouldn't have spent too much time worrying about what clothes you were going to

wear in the morning, nor would a Scottish sheep farmer tending his flock in the 12th17

century.

[00:04:53] This didn’t mean that fashion didn’t exist for these people, but rather that

spending too much time or money thinking about your clothes was something that was

17 watching over his group of domestic animals

16 worker

15 made by using thread and needle, knitted

14 been proud of

13 a covering of artificial or fake hair
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typically restricted to those with the financial ability to do it, those at the top of18

society, who were of course in the minority.

[00:05:13] But it was typically from here, from those at the top of society, that the ideas

about what was or wasn’t fashionable would come. Sometimes fashions would be

imported from abroad, when visitors from another country would arrive and the style

of their clothing would be considered desirable . Sometimes it would be after a19

particular royal, a member of the royal family, wore a particular style, and everyone

would follow.

[00:05:42] And in other cases, fashion would change after huge, seismic political or20

societal changes, and we are going to look at two of these cases to begin our journey.

[00:05:55] Let’s start in the world of 17th-century England.

[00:05:59] If you have listened to episode number 232, on when Britain killed its king,

this period will be familiar to you.

20 having a great effect

19 worth having and wanted

18 limited
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[00:06:09] I’m talking about the time in England when there was no monarch and21

when the country was ruled by a man named Oliver Cromwell and his fellow puritans ,22

a Protestant Christian group that arose in the late 16th century.23

[00:06:24] As you may remember, this radical religious group thought that pleasure was

inherently sinful , that it was bad.24 25

[00:06:33] So, it was therefore a logical next step to see all forms of display, such as26 27

colourful and extravagant clothes, as bad in themselves.28

[00:06:45] In short, ornaments , jewellery and anything superfluous , anything29 30

unnecessary, were forbidden: utility and the practical dominated.31

31 the state of being practically useful

30 not necessary, extra

29 objects used as decoration without practical purpose

28 too impressive, showy

27 using reason or thinking

26 for that reason

25 against the rules of religion, bad

24 in a permanent, natural and characteristic way

23 appeared, emerged

22 a group of people who believed that pleasure is wrong and that it is only important to work hard and

control yourself

21 king or queen
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[00:06:56] Colours were banished and the effect was monochrome – black and32 33

white.

[00:07:02] If you have ever seen a picture of Oliver Cromwell, the leader of England at

this time, he is almost always depicted in black and white, and never smiling, of34

course.

[00:07:14] When the English Commonwealth, or Protectorate as it was known, fell and

the king returned in 1660, back came colour and display.

[00:07:25] Women of fine society, in other words wealthy, urban women, wore

expensive and elaborate dresses, often with additional wigs worn on top of their35 36

own hair.

[00:07:37] And wigs weren’t confined to women.37

37 limited

36 coverings of artificial or fake hair

35 detailed and complicated in design

34 represented, shown

33 black and white

32 driven away, excluded
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[00:07:40] Men started to wear expensive white and powdered wigs, beauty spots ,38

lavish , highly embroidered jackets and heavily decorated shoes.39 40

[00:07:50] This was the time of extravagant fashions and equally loose morals .41

[00:07:56] Almost overnight, the country cast off the constraints of puritan living,42 43 44

and, led by the famously fun-loving king, Charles II, a man known as The Merry45

Monarch, a party atmosphere and extravagant fashions returned, ending the 11 year

period of black and white.

[00:08:16] Our next fashion change features an event of much more seismic or volcanic

proportions - the French Revolution, which began in 1789.46

46 having a great effect

45 liking to enjoy himself and have fun rather than liking serious things

44 relating to the idea that pleasure is wrong and that it is only important to work hard and control

yourself

43 limitations, control

42 removed, threw away

41 not good or generally accepted behaviours

40 made to look more attractive by adding extra items

39 impressive and expensive

38 small artificial marks such as a mole on the face, considered to improve their appearance
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[00:08:27] The fashion styles of the extravagant court of France‘s final king, Louis XVI

will be familiar to you, and there are many similarities with the style in England that

came back with the return of Charles II.

[00:08:41] Wigs, lavishly embroidered and colourful three-quarter coats for men47

were the order of the day at the royal court in Versailles.48

[00:08:50] Women wore similarly extravagant dresses, complete with especially

distinctive so-called “panniers“, meaning baskets in English, which were skirts49 50

which became ridiculously wide at the waist , almost looking like tables.51 52

[00:09:07] These bulky baskets were created through the use of whalebone , metal53 54

and reeds .55

55 tall and thin kind of grass that grows in wet areas

54 a strong, flexible material found in the upper part of the mouth of some types of whales

53 taking up much space, large

52 the middle part of the body between the hips and chest

51 in a way that is silly or unreasonable

50 round containers used to hold or carry things

49 very characteristic and different from the others

48 were very popular

47 in an impressive and expensive way
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[00:09:13] They made a kind of cage over which the expensive dress would sit.56

[00:09:19] This fashion, which like many fashions migrated across the English57

Channel, was mocked in an article in The Gentleman‘s Magazine in 1750, with one58

frustrated lady writing, “The whole side of a coach is hardly spacious enough for59 60 61

one of us,”

[00:09:37] As you will remember, The French Revolution brought with it a throwing off

of old ideas, and fashion was no exception to this dramatic shift.62 63

[00:09:47] So, out with the decadent emblems of the failed aristocracy .64 65 66

66 the high social class

65 symbols

64 showing low standards of behaviour

63 something that was not included

62 removal, rejection

61 having enough space

60 a carriage or vehicle of the past drawn by horses

59 annoyed and disappointed

58 made fun of, ridiculed

57 travelled, transferred

56 a space surrounded on all sides by bars
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[00:09:52] In with clothes which demonstrated the new spirit of liberation and human

potential.

[00:09:59] Probably the most famous example of this was the “sans culottes”, the style

of not wearing tight breeches that the aristocracy would wear, but instead wearing67 68

loose-fitting trousers. The term “sans culottes” literally became the name for the69

group of people, the common, working people, and is one of the most notable times70

that a group of society became named after a particular fashion choice.

[00:10:28] But another particularly important demonstration or manifestation was in

women‘s clothing – the so-called Empire dress, otherwise known as the Empire

silhouette .71

[00:10:42] If you think back to any European works of art, or even TV shows or films

from the early 19th century, this was the predominant style of dress for women.72

72 more important or popular

71 the shape or outline of the body

70 important and worthy of attention

69 big and do not fitting the body closely

68 trousers extending to the knee or just below

67 close-fitting, narrow
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[00:10:54] It was typically white, made of a light cloth, tight under the breast, and then

loose all the way down.73

[00:11:02] It was quite the opposite of the large, pannier style dresses that came directly

before the revolution, and symbolised a more free, more egalitarian society, one74

where displays of luxury were, at least initially, frowned upon .75 76

[00:11:20] But the Empire dress didn’t last for particularly long, and by the mid 19th

century, at least in Britain, women were forced back into tighter and less comfortable77

clothing.

[00:11:32] And this leads us on to our next section, which is actually a brief exploration

of how changes in society led to changes in women’s clothing in a period of only 100

years or so.

[00:11:46] We’ll focus on England here, but you may well notice some similarities with

fashions in your country, especially if you’re from Europe.

[00:11:56] By the 1820s or so, the more comfortable Empire Dress was no longer in

fashion.

77 worn more firmly or closely to the body

76 considered worthy of disapproval or dislike

75 state of great comfort or elegance or richness

74 believing that all people are equal and deserve equal opportunities

73 big and not fitting the body closely
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[00:12:03] Corsets, the tightly fitting hard undergarments , that pulled everything in78 79

and made it difficult to breathe, were back.

[00:12:12] The dresses that would be worn over the corset tended to be heavy duty ,80 81

and there would be things called “bustles ” that were tucked into the dress, just82 83

behind the bottom.

[00:12:24] These bustles were basically cushions, and created the strange look of a

woman who was often leaning over with a very large bottom.84

[00:12:35] What’s more, these dresses would often have wide hoops around the85

bottom, pushing them out, in effect turning the dress into a steel cage.

[00:12:46] The technical term for this was a Crinoline.

85 circular bands or rings

84 moving or bending the upper body forward

83 put behind it to make it firm and tidy

82 cushions or frames

81 strong and designed to be used for a long time

80 a type of clothing worn very closely to the body under the outer clothes and extending from below the

chest to the hips

79 a type of clothing worn under the outer clothes

78 firmly or closely to the body
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[00:12:49] I imagine you will have seen pictures of these, but if you haven’t, imagine a

dress that is pushed out by a large cage, creating a sort of cone shape, and making it86

practically impossible for the wearer to do anything active in.

[00:13:07] And that was partially the point.87

[00:13:10] Society in Victorian England suggested that the right way for a woman to

behave was to sit around and listen, often to the man, or to the older lady, who was

telling her what to do.

[00:13:23] It didn’t matter that the woman couldn’t really move because she wasn't

supposed to be doing much moving.

[00:13:31] In fashion terms, things started to change in the final decade of the 19th

century with, again, Parisian influences spreading across Western Europe with the88

so-called era of the Belle Époque or literally beautiful time.

[00:13:48] For women the gains were greatest because they had been kept in89

incredibly uncomfortable and impractical clothes for the majority of the 19th century.90

90 not suitable for use or action

89 benefits, advantages

88 becoming popular

87 not completely, partly

86 a shape with a round base that narrows to a point at the top
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[00:13:58] The increasing popularity and social acceptability of sporting activities,

especially for women, was to be an important factor in changing fashions.

[00:14:10] These relatively liberated pastimes required suitable clothing; you couldn’t91

run around wearing a steel cage, and so the concept of “sportswear ” was born.92

[00:14:21] Finally there was some liberation from the tight-fitting and completely93

impractical clothing of the 19th century, and this paved the way for much of the94

more comfortable clothing that became fashionable in the 20th century.

[00:14:36] There is obviously a whole lot more to say about the changes in women’s

fashion since then, but this brief look is simply intended to give you some idea of how

changing attitudes to what women should or shouldn’t do led to differences in what

was and wasn’t acceptable in terms of women’s fashion.

[00:14:56] Now to the final stage of the episode – five of the strangest fashion curiosities

across the ages.

94 opened or prepared the way

93 close-fitting, narrow

92 comfortable clothes for casual use

91 times in the past
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[00:15:04] First of all, let us go back to Krakow in Poland and to the year 1340. Here in

the Polish royal court arose a bizarre fashion for men’s shoes that were absurdly95 96

long and thin or - pointy.

[00:15:20] The name for these shoes was Krakows or poulaines, meaning in the Polish

fashion.

[00:15:27] These shoes were so impractical that the wearer sometimes had to add a

chain which went from the shoe to his knee, so allowing him to walk without too much

difficulty.

[00:15:40] This fashion spread across Europe and can be seen in many paintings of the

time and for many decades afterwards.

[00:15:48] Interestingly, in the same way that fashions throughout the ages have caused

controversy and annoyed established powers, so these shoes were condemned by97 98

the Church as “devil‘s fingers”, with one church official complaining that men couldn’t

kneel to pray because the shoes were too pointy.

98 officially declared to be unfit for use

97 having existed for a long time and generally accepted

96 extremely in a funny way

95 strange and unusual
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[00:16:08] Now you might have thought that these shoes were a thing of the past, but

similar kinds of shoes were very popular in the UK in the 1950s, after being popularised

by a group called the “Teddy Boys”.

[00:16:22] As you can see with the overly long and pointy shoes, having clothes that

were far too big for you, thereby demonstrating that you had enough money to buy99

superfluous or unnecessary stuff, was clearly a way of displaying your social status100

and wealth.

[00:16:40] You can see a similar idea during the Middle Ages in the Venetian fashion of

“Dogalina“ sleeves – sleeves so long that they reached the woman‘s knee.101

[00:16:51] Again, although to the modern eye the sleeves might look absurd , the102

demonstration of excess was evidence of your wealth and status.103

103 something that is more than necessary

102 extreme in a funny way

101 the parts of clothing that cover a person's arm

100 not needed

99 as a result
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[00:17:01] Who knows, in years to come perhaps the practice of paying more for a pair

of jeans that are ripped , that have holes in them, might seem equally strange to our104

descendents .105

[00:17:13] Our next stop is with a distinctive and, again, bizarre fashion trend, in this

case something that is exclusively male.

[00:17:22] You may be guessing what I am about to talk about – yes, the male codpiece

, worn famously by 16th century monarchs , such as Phillip II of Spain and Henry106 107

VIII of England.

[00:17:34] A codpiece is the hard piece of material worn over the male genitalia .108

[00:17:41] Going back to 14th century Europe, the fashion of the time was for men was

to wear tight trousers that fitted very closely to the skin, leaving very little to the

imagination .109

109 showing almost all of the parts

108 sexual organs or organs of reproduction

107 kings

106 hard piece of material worn over the male sexual organs

105 people belonging to future generations

104 with holes in them
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[00:17:54] There was therefore the awkward issue of how the male genital area110 111

was dealt with , and the codpiece was born.112

[00:18:03] Over time, these codpieces became bigger and bigger, with the intention113

being that the eyes were drawn to the size of the codpiece.114

[00:18:12] It’s easy to think it ridiculous with the benefit of hindsight , but for the115

majority of the 16th century men of high status would wander around with these very

large boxes under their trousers.

[00:18:27] It’s even stranger when you think that the original idea behind the codpiece

was hiding the genitalia, and in fact it changed into a tool to draw attention to it,116

but fashion is strange and unpredictable.

[00:18:42] Now, moving on to our fourth and penultimate example.

[00:18:45] Wigs, as we have seen, have been a feature of fashion display at various

points in history.

116 make people notice it

115 the ability to understand it only after it has happened

114 plan

113 hard pieces of material worn over the male sexual organs

112 managed, handled

111 relating to the sexual organs

110 causing embarrassment, sensitive
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[00:18:52] Men‘s wigs have been a relative rarity, so it is interesting to note the odd , if117

brief, fashion of the 1760s and 1770s for an outrageous head display worn by a118

particular type of Englishman called the “macaroni”.

[00:19:10] And no, I do not mean the famous Italian pasta of that name, but the

nickname for a type of male English aristocrat who wore a large wig topped with119 120

a small feather or a hat.

[00:19:25] This distinctive and lavish fashion is said to have been imported back to

England in the early 1760s by aristocrats returning from the Grand Tours of Europe,121

having observed the fashion during their tours of foreign capitals.

[00:19:42] These young men developed this strange fashion, as well as a taste for the

pasta called macaroni, and when they returned to England they called themselves

Macaroni.

[00:19:54] And on a related note, you may know the children’s nursery rhyme, Yankee

Doodle.

121 people belonging to the high social rank

120 having on top

119 a person belonging to the high social rank

118 shockingly bad or extreme

117 strange
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[00:20:00] In this nursery rhyme there are the lyrics :122

[00:20:03] Yankee Doodle went to town

[00:20:04] A-riding on a pony,123

[00:20:06] Stuck a feather in his cap124

[00:20:08] And called it macaroni.

[00:20:10] It was actually a song written by the British to make fun of unstylish and125

uncultured Americans who thought they could just put a feather in their hat and be a126

“macaroni”, thinking that anyone could buy style and high fashion.

[00:20:26] And strangely enough nowadays this song is treated as a sort of patriotic127

song by Americans, but its origin is very different.

127 showing loyalty to their country

126 not characterised by good taste

125 not stylish or fashionable

124 a kind of hat with a part sticking out at the front

123 sitting on and controlling (the sound -a- is used to help with the song's rhythm)

122 the words of the song
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[00:20:36] And our final unusual fashion trend for today’s episode brings together a

monarch, sweets, showing your wealth , and something that is just clearly a bad128

idea.

[00:20:48] In Elizabethan England, in the late 16th century, sugar was still a luxury that

only the richest in society could afford.

[00:20:57] The richest person in Elizabethan society was, of course, Queen Elizabeth,

and she loved the taste of sugar.

[00:21:05] She loved it so much, in fact, that her teeth turned black and rotten .129

[00:21:11] In an attempt to copy the queen and show that they too were rich enough to

afford sugar, women in high society England started to colour their teeth black.

[00:21:22] I’m not sure that this would be considered attractive by many modern

standards, but having said that, perhaps people will look back in 500 years to the

fashion of having gold teeth and think a similar thing.

[00:21:35] Who knows?

[00:21:36] And that is one of the many strange things about fashion.

129 permanently damaged, decayed

128 the state of being rich
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[00:21:40] What seems completely normal, and indeed “fashionable” at one point in

time seems utterly bizarre years later.130

[00:21:49] No matter whether you are 20 years old, 40 years old or 80 years old, or

anywhere in between, you probably look back at pictures of your parents and think that

they used to wear very strange clothes.

[00:22:02] And going back to the very first question I asked you right at the start of the

episode. What are you wearing now?

[00:22:09] You probably think it’s completely normal, nothing strange at all. Of course,

by most modern standards, it probably isn’t, as long as you are not wearing a codpiece

or very pointy shoes, it’s normal for now.

[00:22:23] But in decades and centuries to come, if history is anything to go by , it131

might be considered very strange indeed.

[00:22:33] OK then, that is it for this brief look at the curiosities of fashion throughout

history.

[00:22:39] It’s a huge topic to cover, but I hope that this little dip into it has been

interesting, and perhaps it’s made you think about what you’re wearing in a slightly

different way.

131 if history can be taken as an example or evidence

130 completely
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[00:22:50] As a reminder, this is part one of a little three-part series on fashion.

[00:22:56] Next up we’ll look at the arrival of the great fashion houses of the 20th

century, then it’ll be an exploration of the world of fast fashion.

[00:23:05] As always, I would love to know what you thought of this episode.

[00:23:09] What do you think causes things to go in and out of fashion ?132

[00:23:13] What are some of the most unusual fashions that you’re aware of?

[00:23:16] What modern fashion do you think people will look back on with most

amusement ?133

[00:23:22] I would love to know, so let’s get this discussion started.

[00:23:26] You can head right into our community forum, which is at

community.leonardoenglish.com and get chatting away to other curious minds.

[00:23:35] You've been listening to English Learning for Curious Minds, by Leonardo

English.

[00:23:40] I'm Alastair Budge, you stay safe, and I'll catch you in the next episode.

[END OF EPISODE]

133 the feeling of finding something funny

132 be popular and then not be popular
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Key vocabulary

Word Definition

Fundamental basic, very important

Peculiar strange, not common

Provocative causing thought or strong reactions

Trends fashions

Overnight very quickly

Liberate set it free

Unusual not usual or common

Treat deal with, handle

Broad brush strokes showing only the main or general points

Accuse blame, express your disapproval of

Naturist a person who likes being naked

Truism something so obviously true that there’s no point in saying it
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Wig a covering of artificial or fake hair

Taken some pride in been proud of

Embroidered made by using thread and needle, knitted

Labourer worker

Tending his flock watching over his group of domestic animals

Restricted limited

Desirable worth having and wanted

Seismic having a great effect

Monarch king or queen

Puritans a group of people who believed that pleasure is wrong and that it is

only important to work hard and control yourself

Arose appeared, emerged

Inherently in a permanent, natural and characteristic way

Sinful against the rules of religion, bad

Therefore for that reason

Logical using reason or thinking
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Extravagant too impressive, showy

Ornaments objects used as decoration without practical purpose

Superfluous not necessary, extra

Utility the state of being practically useful

Banished driven away, excluded

Monochrome black and white

Depicted represented, shown

Elaborate detailed and complicated in design

Wigs coverings of artificial or fake hair

Confined limited

Beauty spots small artificial marks such as a mole on the face, considered to

improve their appearance

Lavish impressive and expensive

Decorated made to look more attractive by adding extra items

Loose morals not good or generally accepted behaviours

Cast off removed, threw away
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Constraints limitations, control

Puritan relating to the idea that pleasure is wrong and that it is only important

to work hard and control yourself

Fun-loving liking to enjoy himself and have fun rather than liking serious things

Volcanic having a great effect

Lavishly in an impressive and expensive way

Were the order of

the day

were very popular

Distinctive very characteristic and different from the others

Baskets round containers used to hold or carry things

Ridiculously in a way that is silly or unreasonable

Waist the middle part of the body between the hips and chest

Bulky taking up much space, large

Whalebone a strong, flexible material found in the upper part of the mouth of

some types of whales

Reeds tall and thin kind of grass that grows in wet areas
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Cage a space surrounded on all sides by bars

Migrated travelled, transferred

Mocked made fun of, ridiculed

Frustrated annoyed and disappointed

Coach a carriage or vehicle of the past drawn by horses

Spacious having enough space

Throwing off removal, rejection

Exception something that was not included

Decadent showing low standards of behaviour

Emblems symbols

Aristocracy the high social class

Tight close-fitting, narrow

Breeches trousers extending to the knee or just below

Loose-fitting big and do not fitting the body closely

Notable important and worthy of attention
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Silhouette the shape or outline of the body

Predominant more important or popular

Loose big and not fitting the body closely

Egalitarian believing that all people are equal and deserve equal opportunities

Luxury state of great comfort or elegance or richness

Frowned upon considered worthy of disapproval or dislike

Tighter worn more firmly or closely to the body

Tightly firmly or closely to the body

Undergarments a type of clothing worn under the outer clothes

Corset a type of clothing worn very closely to the body under the outer

clothes and extending from below the chest to the hips

Heavy duty strong and designed to be used for a long time

Bustles cushions or frames

Tucked into put behind it to make it firm and tidy

Leaning over moving or bending the upper body forward

Hoops circular bands or rings
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Cone a shape with a round base that narrows to a point at the top

Partially not completely, partly

Spreading becoming popular

Gains benefits, advantages

Impractical not suitable for use or action

Pastimes times in the past

Sportswear comfortable clothes for casual use

Tight-fitting close-fitting, narrow

Paved the way opened or prepared the way

Bizarre strange and unusual

Absurdly extremely in a funny way

Established having existed for a long time and generally accepted

Condemned officially declared to be unfit for use

Thereby as a result

Unnecessary not needed
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Sleeves the parts of clothing that cover a person's arm

Absurd extreme in a funny way

Excess something that is more than necessary

Ripped with holes in them

Descendents people belonging to future generations

Codpiece hard piece of material worn over the male sexual organs

Monarchs kings

Genitalia sexual organs or organs of reproduction

Leaving very little to

the imagination

showing almost all of the parts

Awkward causing embarrassment, sensitive

Genital relating to the sexual organs

Dealt with managed, handled

Codpieces hard pieces of material worn over the male sexual organs

Intention plan

Hindsight the ability to understand it only after it has happened
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Draw attention make people notice it

Odd strange

Outrageous shockingly bad or extreme

Aristocrat a person belonging to the high social rank

Topped with having on top

Aristocrats people belonging to the high social rank

Lyrics the words of the song

A-riding sitting on and controlling (the sound -a- is used to help with the song's

rhythm)

Cap a kind of hat with a part sticking out at the front

Unstylish not stylish or fashionable

Uncultured not characterised by good taste

Patriotic showing loyalty to their country

Wealth the state of being rich

Rotten permanently damaged, decayed

Utterly completely
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If history is anything

to go by

if history can be taken as an example or evidence

Go in and out of

fashion

be popular and then not be popular

Amusement the feeling of finding something funny

We’d love to get your feedback on this episode.

What did you like? What could we do better?

What did you struggle to understand?

Let us know in the forum community.leonardoenglish.com
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